

Hockey slaps Lowell Tech

By Lou Odette

In the second period it was the goalies' turn to control the game. Freshman Larry Wagner was sensational for MIT, stopping 9 shots in the course of defens- ing USM's power play. At the other end, USM's goalie missed only one, a tremendous blast from Meisner that increased MIT's lead to 4-2.

Now, in college hockey, a two goal lead isn't much at all, so the Engineers were on the spot in the goal lead isn't much at all, so the goalies were on the spot in the third period with the team that scored next in a position to take command.

It was Al Strong '80 who ended the suspense, coming through once again in an important situa- tion and finishing off an end to end rush with his third goal of the night.

MIT just skated away with it as Dopart established the final score, while on defense, Wally Tohir, Rick Bryant and Kevin Corwin, Scott Schwartz '81, and Steve Mickel '80 were unbeatable.

The teams kept the scorer busy, and USM came out skating hard. The teams kept the scorer busy, and USM came out skating hard.

Editor's note: Lou Odette is a member of the Varsity hockey team.